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Persona
Masks of Africa-Identities Hidden and Revealed
Anne-Marie Bouttiaux T he exhibition "Persona : Masks of Africa-Identities Hidden and Revealed" is organized in the context of a European project called READ-ME, which explores the relationship between diasporas and ethnography museums. The intention is to "grab" diasporas whose countries of origin are connected with collections at the Museum, encouraging people from the non-Western world to be involved in the way Western people look at them. This might seem self-evident to an American audience, where museums have long integrated non-Western people in their scientific teams. However, it is usually not the case in Europe, although this is beginning, slowly, to change.
In constructing this European project with the leaders of African diaspora associations, it became obvious that the mask should be the symbol of the initiative in its literal as well as its figurative sense, and we decided to frame our conceptualization around this anchoring point. The mask has the advantage of a parallel European heritage, which creates a point of contact for a European cultural project. Three other European museums joined us, with expertise on other continents and with their own experience (or lack of experience) in contacting diasporas in their own countries: the Musée du quai Branly in Paris, the Ethnography Museum of Stockholm, and the Pigorini Museum in Rome. The Carnival and Mask Museum in Binche, Belgium, is an associate partner.
Initially, one of the Tervuren project's goals was to mount a small exhibition with contemporary art works especially focused on Africa. This turned into a large event, with 180 ritual masks and with 13 contemporary artists living in Africa or from the diaspora working on the concept of identity. I chose the title "Persona" because this old Latin term references all the meanings present in this project: the mask in all its senses, as well as the notion of the individual as artificial person and legal entity. In French, the word personne derives directly from persona, with the special, interesting, and attractive sense of meaning both somebody and nobody! Furthermore, as a result of the writings of analytical psychologist Carl Jung, the word persona itself is used in many languages (including English) to evoke the attitudes we must embody to live in society. This polysemic word thus contained everything that would be explored in the exhibition.
The show itself is divided into eighteen thematic groupings of ritual masks, while the works of the contemporary artists punctuate the route between the sets. All the countries of sub-Saharan Africa where mask traditions exist are considered, but I did not want to follow the usual ethnic and regional overviews. On the contrary, since the concept of identity is universally shared, the aim was, on one hand, to show that many countries and populations had masks for the same purposes and, on the other hand, to let people experience how a mask can be seen as a characterized individual.
In this environment, the mask must be seen as a living entity and as a global phenomenon from a Maussian view-what Mauss refers to as a "global social fact" (1999:274)-just as the populations that use them usually see them. Also, like a living person, a mask can move from one group to another: it transcends arbitrary categorizations. Even so, the three first groups have a regional coherence, presenting historical evidence related to the way the masks were collected and demonstrating specific scientific research linked to the collections in the Ethnography division over time.
This preview will present the succession of works as they appear in the Tervuren exhibition, respecting the progression between pieces of contemporary art and the showcases of masks.
"Persona" begins with works of contemporary African artists. An installation by El Loko (b. Togo, living in Germany), Nigger's Heads / Empty Heads (2005; Fig. 1 ), considers the contemptuous view the West has of Africa. His faceless heads are extremely unsettling. We can only see holes left by the cut-outs and, even more disturbing, all the faces are down on the floor, ready to be trampled. No ambiguity in his message: we still scorn Africa.
The 2004 film Masked Ball by Yinka Shonibare, the famous Nigerian artist now residing in London, follows. All Shonibare's work is focused on identity; in the words of Hynes and Picton (2001:61) , he "re-dresses" history, 5 using African fabrics in constructing eighteenth century and Victorian scenes. In the movie, Shonibare in his usual manner evokes the assassination of King Gustav III of Sweden with people dressed in African-print textiles. Those fabrics, called "wax", are generally of Dutch manufacture but have deep African connotations. In using them, Shonibare mixes a kind of real Africanness with a fabricated one. The work reflects on the exploitation of Africa (literally but also figuratively) as well as on power and authority. Then, to enter the exhibition space proper, Aimé Ntakiyca (b. Burundi, living in Belgium), invites us, by means of a video, to put on a mask, in a scene filmed through the "eyes" of a mask. The masks of Romuald Hazoumé (Republic of Benin) show us expressive faces made from salvaged materials, especially plastic jerry cans (Fig. 2) . The link between these objects and ritual masks gives rise to fresh thinking about art. Originally junk, his objects have acquired the status of a work of art. The installation by Barthé-lémy Toguo (Cameroon), Road for Exile (2008; Fig. 3 ), evokes those fragile boatloads of people trying to reach our shores in search of better lives. The passengers almost cease to be regarded as human beings; they are no more than bundles of fabrics piling up on an unstable balance.
After these approaches to identity by contemporary artists, we go back in time and begin with the first of three groups of rit-ual masks exploring the theme of collection. The Pende group (Democratic Republic of Congo) provides testimony to the accumulation ethos that prevailed in colonial-era collecting. It seemed necessary, at that time, to acquire large series of objects. This trend fortunately encountered the prediliction of the Pende themselves to make many different masks for their initiation rituals (Strother 2008:14) . This first group, "Serial Collectors, " draws a parallel between the exhibition showcase, which offers to the public eye thirty examples of one kind of mask, and the storeroom in the museum. The Ethnography Division has more than 500 Pende masks (Fig. 4) ; visiting the place where they are kept evokes a feeling between fascination and astonishment. Next, "Trophies" presents Chokwe masks that herpetologist G. De Witte collected in the same way he gathered zoological species (Fig. 5) . "Benevolent Conspirators" shows a contemporary set of Guro masks purchased in the field, following the principle of a catalogue raisonné with information on the context of their creation and utilization (Fig. 6) .
"One Hand, One Style" refers ironically to the expression "one tribe, one style," well known to Africanist art historians and anthropologists for evoking an imagined Africa strictly divided into populations, which are purely delineated with virtually no contact between them, living in a kind of nonhistorical state. (This cliché is still present today, seen at work in French President Sarkozy's speech in Dakar at the Cheikh Anta Diop University in the summer of 2007.) This group questions the African art market's obsession with artistic anonymity (Price 1989:100, 103) . For years now, African art historians tried to find workshops and to recognize the hands of specific artists who could be named. For the art market, this position is comfortable since it can call the anonymous artist a "genius" without being ethically or financially indebted to him.
"Attributes of Power" is dedicated to the male gender's insistence that creating and performing masks is almost always a masculine affair (Fig. 7) . However, sometimes masks are actually related to male supremacy, from the point of view of politicians or dignitaries.
Sammy Baloji (Democratic Republic of Congo) projects colored photos of a nude man wearing a mask (Fig. 8) onto a wall. The objects are emblematic of the style of renowned Congolese populations. The mask-wearer's anonymity is respected, as is usually necessary in the "traditional context, " but the narcissistic manner in which the body is simultaneously displayed is totally unacceptable from the local point of view. The artist incarnates the Western museum's dead masks, but goes further by giving them a real human connotation, where the spirit's apparition must prevail. Next to Baloji, Les démasqués des cinq continents (the unmasked from the five continents; 2007), a video by Dominique Zinkpe (Republic of Benin), also shows stripped-down bodies in an almost static film. They stand in a row wearing masks, and we can feel their unease. This time nudity does not express the beauty of bodies, but is a metaphor for stripped-off Africa instead. To complete this disturbing film, Zinkpe has sculpted four large masks on the model of the Yoruba Gelede (Nigeria, Republic of Benin), each symbolizing a different continent.
"The Other's Other" shows how, for some African sculptors, the stranger as an "other" can be interpreted and stigmatized gambanda is often interpreted as the chief's wife but, more precisely, it represents the kind of femininity appreciated by the Pende: seductive, reserved, capable of using the discreet charm of zanze, the name given to a simultaneously shy and languorous sidelong glance. a hairstyle of fine, short, well-coiffed tresses was once in fashion. gambanda is part of the range of characters that includes many females, generally called mbuya ya mukhetu (literally 'the woman's mask'), whose wearer, always male, dances while holding two flywhisks (strother 1998:217-21, 2008:25) . the gban mask brings to the village the baboon and his crude behavior. an extremely popular character, his jokes simultaneously lighten the atmosphere and indirectly educate regarding sexual behaviour. By masturbating in the middle of a laughing crowd (quite often using a wooden phallus), he trivializes and legitimizes the practice so youths do not have to broach this delicate subject with adults (Bouttiaux 2000:115-32 BranLy the poet tristan tzara owned this mask in the 1920s. it is one of those objects whose importance reflects the fame of its owner, and it was this pedigree as much as its impressive artistic qualities that led the French state to invoke its right of pre-emption in order to acquire it in 1998.
Salmons 1997:163-67). By chance, the four museums involved in the project have wonderful examples of those crests. For that reason, I chose a symbolic series of human heads (the one from Tervuren is anthropozoomorphic) as a metaphor of the museums' partnership and our combined effort to establish relations with diasporic associations. I had discussions with the representatives of these associations because I feared they might not like the fact that I had gathered objects associated with war as a visual representation of our common work. On the contrary, they agreed that it was a perfect opportunity to emphasize our good relations in this project. To be able to face historic links that in the past had been difficult if not extremely violent (such as the colonial era) is also an indicator of the distance we have come and of the research we are undertaking together.
The Couple (c. 2006) a sculpture by Freddy Tsimba (DRC), conveys a strange emotion mixed with compassion. Both figures are made of bullets, and the extreme violence of the material out of which they are constructed contrasts with the tenderness exuding from their gestures and their faceless heads.
"Beauty Products" presents idealized portraits-almost always of women but sometimes of men as well. It also alludes to the amazing artworks that can be inspired by the human face in all its states. For instance, the Chokwe Pwo mask represents a radiant young woman but also evokes a dead expression; it is almost a death's head, yet it still bears the marks of the maiden's vanished elegance and subtle beauty (Fig. 10) . Some artists arouse emotional turmoil by perfectly rendering both the mixture of horror and sadness transmitted by a skull and nostalgia for the girl who disappeared in the prime of life. Next, black-and-white portraits of African women by Angèle Etoundi Essamba (b. Cameroon, living in Holland), the only contemporary female artist in this exhibition, play with their faces as if they were eternally fixed masks (Fig. 11) .
In "Convening the Unseen" we find masks whose composition and form inspire a sense of the uncanny, the strange feeling that for his differences. Of course, speaking of the "Other" can be regarded as a way of insisting on differences that we would like people to forget or ignore. In a conversation in January 2009, French philosopher Bruno Latour suggested completely erasing this expression "the Other" from our vocabulary when we speak of populations from other cultures and continents. The idea is tantalizing and surely fills many of our aspirations in this exhibition, but as a concept the "Other" is an easy way to make people understand what we are talking about. The notion of "Kill the Other" integrates all of the concept's negative and aggressive senses when speaking of destroying those who are considered different in the course of war. Unfortunately, we still are confronted with those ideals of literal exclusion. We have learned from bitter experience how people try to deny the "human-ness" of enemies in order to destroy them.
Dehumanization instills a sense of total otherness, and thereby grants the right to simply eradicate the enemy. Some masks were involved in this practice, protecting warriors, granting them invulnerability, and offering them supernatural advantages. Masks also participated in victory celebrations honoring the strength of the winners and humiliating the enemy; the Ekoï, Ejagham, and other populations from the Cross River region in Nigeria and Cameroon seem to have done this when using the enemy's decapitated heads as crests in masquerade (Fig. 9) . Masks originally made with human skulls were often replaced by wooden sculpted heads covered with animal skin (Nicklin and The masks performed in secluded initiation camps can be found in "No Man's Land." During the period when novices undergo initiation tests, they are not yet considered adults yet they have already left childhood. They are between two worlds, often enduring real hardships in order to deserve the right to return to the village completely transformed into mature persons. The masks can be part of the education they receive (Fig. 13) . They discover the real nature of the mask and the kind of deception it involves, since it is worn by some of the initiates. Even so, they are told that they must consider the masks to be entities connected with the worlds of the ancestors and/or the spirits.
They share a mystery that binds them for ever. The principle of "the secret" is in fact more important than what is hidden. Even the ignorance (which is often faked) of women and non-initiates is part of the construction, and they participate completely in its edification. They even strengthen the construction by their "ignorance" and by their relegati0n to the category of those who do not and should not know. This secret, combined with the different operations novices undergo (such as circumcision), literally creates another identity, different from what they were and from that of non-initiates.
Wir sind die Anderen (2003) , three posters by Aimé Ntakiyica, show the artist dressed as a toreador, a Tyrolean, and a Scot (Fig. 14) . This work, full of humor, questions identity, especially the identity of a person living in Europe but explicitly connoted as African because of his black skin. The same theme underlies artist's cabinet (2005) , showing Aimé again, dressed like Magritte's famous man with a black bowler; a work that he could have called This Is Not a Magritte! "Members Only" is the logical continuation of the story begun in "No Man's Land. " Many closed societies offer initiates the possibility of entering further stages. These are also often underpinned by a secret that binds members together, but conditions for entering those special "clubs" are sometimes quite specific. For instance, the admission requirements of the Bwami association of the Lega in DRC are well known and can be followed by all; even women, when their husbands have reached a certain level of initiation, can be part of it. The Lega use many masks in this context but rarely wear them on their faces. The objective is not to hide a person's identity by means of a mask, but more to manipulate objects that incorporate the ancestors so that they may be present during rituals. Thus masks (many of them quite small, no bigger than a hand) appear in different places during ceremonies: on fences, on the floor, in baskets, and of course also they allow the invisible to be seen (Fig. 12) . They are often linked with nature entities or spiritual forces. When partly domesticated, they can appear in the village and benefit its population.
"Dread and Witchcraft" are in constant operation. The faces of many masks evoke the terror aroused by witches, while at the same time serving as threatening engines of their destruction. They act on two ambiguous levels, with the same supernatural tools the witches use. In this sense they are witches themselves, but they put this dangerous manipulation at the service of society. To fight on the same level with the same weapons as the agents of evil is the only way to eradicate their terrifying powers. This fear of sorcery also appears in large contemporary African towns with this difference: witches are more often seen as victims who made a pact with evil and now cannot evade its consequences. People who try to cure them often are linked to Christian churches and are thus not seen precisely as sorcerers themselves. We probably see here a syncretism resulting from the influence of the Christian conflict between good and evil on indigenous beliefs.
12 nwantantay mask Bwa; Burkina Faso Wood; 189cm x 27cm (74½" x 10½") Private collection Photo: FréDéric DEhaEn Do is a supernatural power for the Bwa, and for their neighbours Bobo. to honor the entity they use sacred leaf masks. Bwa also create wooden masks just as the nwantantay. it represents a water spirit. the lineage head is responsible for maintaining the masks, which perform on many occasions: funerals of dignitaries, initiations, rituals linked to age classes (roy 1987:287-95 Photo: FréDéric DEhaEn © royaL MUsEUM For cEntraL aFrica the one responsible for boys' initiation in ngbaka's gaza society is the one who is allowed to wear the masks. he takes care of the novices and circumcises them. at then end of the initiation period, when the boys are allowed to leave the reclusion camp, he leads the procession and opens the festivities.
in participants' hands and worn as jewelry or hat decorations. Nevertheless there are secrets to be kept, and one reason why women are involved is to remind men of the danger linked to the interdictions on revealing the forbidden. The painting What's Your Name (2004) by Barthelemy Toguo (b. Cameroon) suggests portraits of women and men forming couples ordered by colors: one red couple, one black, one blue, one green … "A Major Asset" symbolizes the importance of women in men's strategy to provide descendants for their family. Young women's emblematic beauty inflames men's desire. Attention is so focused on prosperity that women become the perfect metaphor for fertile soil, satisfaction, and wealth. Women pay a price for being so important: they serve as a currency of exchange by which the men of their family get wives. Some of these wooden female faces portray the female ancestor of lineage, especially in matrilineal families where they are the means by which male inheritance passes (Fig. 15) .
Echography (2002; Fig. 16 ) is a huge pregnant woman by Ndary Lô (Senegal). She herself has no face but her metallic inside is full of dolls' heads. She is nothing more than a belly: no name, no face, no individuality, just a reproduction machine that echoes another kind of reproduction machine, a medical scanner. Close to her, Nude Woman (1991) by the late Moustapha Dime exposes with ropes and calabashes her promise of future lives. Another video by Aimé Ntakiyica, on the same model as the one at the beginning of the exhibition (a film through the eyes of a mask), shows an interview with the Nigerian writer Wole Soyinka.
"As the Season Dictates" shows the other face of fertility, that of the earth and the human activity of agriculture. Agrarian rituals often involve mask performances to celebrate the end of the cultivation season and to thank all the entities who helped people survive (usually including the ancestors, who are always concerned with receiving sufficient sacrifices and libations from their descendants). The headdresses devoted to ciwara (Bamana, Mali) are well known in Western collections (Fig. 17) . Many of them represent the roan antelope (Hippotragus equinus) as a metaphor for human fecundity-this antelope gives birth to one baby at a time, just as human usually do. Ciwara are linked with agricultural labor, through which they honor the complementarity of earth and sun as well as the complementarity of gender (Colleyn 2009 ).
Sometimes masks allude directly to special divinities or supernatural entities, seen in the section "In the Names of the Gods. " In the case of "ciwara", the term refers to a ritual and a closed society, but also to a supernatural power. Even the object itself is named with this Bamana word.
The incarnation of a power through masks offers the possibility of putting people in direct connection with the supernatural, which pours into villages and literally subjugates them. These apparitions are emotionally strong and impressive. Masks who come to judge or chase witches, as many of them do, induce true fear and anxiety because, as Lévi-Strauss noted, nobody can resist the social pressure of an accusation of sorcery (1974:185) . The way those forces are represented, sometimes as human or as animal, very often as strange creatures intended to evoke emotion, is certainly exploited by certain ritualists and initiates.
"Adieu?" is about death and funerary practices. When people use masks, they are almost always used in mourning rituals even Many ibo masks perform during agrarian festivities. those representing the maiden spirit Agbogho mmuo are much appreciated; worn by men they evoke the woman's ideal of beauty. they are entertainment masks, but are in charge of transmission of behaviour codes (cole and aniakor 1984:120-28) .
if they have other functions as well (Fig. 18) . For instance, secret society masks perform when one of the initiates dies, to honor him and to show him the way to the other world. Some are specialized as psychopomps, such as many Dogon masks, which appear during the dama funerary rituals to expunge the stain that death introduces into the village. The appearance of masks allows mourning parents to be released from many of the interdictions arising from the impurity caused by death.
Death deprives the community of one of its members. To turn the loss into an advantage, people rely on two important factors. First, a leader who filled essential social functions in life finds an important place in the other world as well, which has desirable implications for the living, notably in terms of the ancestor's influence for the benefit of his descendants. Secondly, to ensure that result, people must organize second funerals in honor of the deceased. The first funeral is generally restricted to the burial itself, which cannot wait too long unless the body is specially treated to avoid or delay decomposition. Second funerals are considered necessary to calm the dead person, who could be desperately wandering, waiting for the marks of respect he deserves. The dead can become infuriated if the living slack their duties toward them and rather than being good ancestors who care for those they left behind, they can become erratic souls systematically harming their families. The Misunderstood (1999) is another work by Ndary Lô. The figure holds his huge, faceless head full of dolls' heads, reminding us that ultimately nobody can understand what happens inside the brain. Next is The Walkers (n.d.), a tapestry by Abdoulaye Konaté (Mali). Nobody knows who they are, nobody knows where they go.
"Another Kingdom" focuses on animals; some partly integrated to give a symbolic sense to a human face and some totally represented in three dimensions. Animals can be a perfect medium for expressing difficult concepts. In certain cases, they assume a cathartic role, such as the Guro lewd baboon (Côte d'Ivoire), which conveys sexual advice or observations to the younger generation without having to talk directly about this tricky subject (Fig. 6) . Some animals convey the qualities associated with them, others evoke nature spirits they are associated with, if they are not precisely the entity itself, or serve as a means of rendering the spirit visible to humans. Indeed, animals serve many functions, including making people think about their own condition, and sometimes to doubt deeply. For example, during certain steps of initiation, Bamana from Mali invite a buffoon wearing a hyena mask when men are waiting for the first encounter with the supreme divinity.
The last contemporary installation, I forgot to dream, I live in the present (2009) by Aimé Mpané (DRC, living in Brussels, Belgium) represents a man made with matches: at the same time firm and very fragile. The artist evokes a sad journey back to his country, the Congo, where he learned that many of his friends had died. He questions his life as a Congolese who lives abroad but is still concerned with his relatives and his country. In front of him is a shower tub, in which the names of his ancestors appear as many masks that disappear, swept down the drain and into the gutter. Tears, drop by drop, are shed, eternally amplified.
That leads us to the final appointment with "An Object of Derision?" already foreshadowed by the animals of "Another Echography (2002) Dolls' heads, iron bars for concrete; 230cm (90½") angbaï is linked to the toma closed societies. he is present during initiation ceremonies of boys, whom he swallows symbolically to give them back as adults to society. he also performs during funerary rituals organized for initiates. he appears covered with animal's skins, which gives him a frightening look, but he seems to have become less aggressive and powerful over time (højbjerg 2004b:59) . When leading a scientific expedition in guinea in 1952, P.-D. gaisseau witnessed a queen termite's sacrifice given to angbaï (gaisseau 1953:54-55 Kingdom." To conclude with death and funerary ceremonies was really too obvious and I could not end the exploration of "Persona" by erasing the concept itself with a hopeless closure. Derision is much more the tone of masking and of the notion of the multiple personalities we embody in human society (Fig.  19) . The exhibition ends with a big poster through which visitors are invited to leave. It shows a Senegalese photographer, Pape Seydi (Fig. 20) 'Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau, Mauritania, Niger, and Senegal. anne-marie.bouttiaux@africamuseum.be 
